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IAN LACK
Lifestyles Reporter
This week marks the beginning of a month-long celebration of Black History. Since
1976, February has been designated Black History Month.
South Dakota State University offers several courses in African American studies but no
formal program for the studies.
However, SDSU does offer Black
Student Alliance, and for years,
BSA has largely led events on
campus recognizing black history and acknowledging African
American contributions to society during Black History Month.
This year’s events kicked off
in January with the MLK Remembrance Ceremony to honor
the life and work of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. The MLK-centered event was followed by a
showing of, “Selma” Jan. 22,
which acknowledged the challenges that Dr. King faced when
trying to guarantee African
Americans the right to vote.
The MLK ceremony also
called to mind the recent string
of young, male African American deaths that happened in association with America’s police
force. On Jan. 21, this emphasis was heightened with a discussion about “The Ferguson Effect” and the dynamics of modern racism.
On Feb. 4, BSA will host a
student-led discussion on social
sensitivity and political correctness in regards to race on campus and in the country.
The BSA Step Show weekend will kick off on Feb. 5, with
a performance stand-up comedian, Erik Clark, in Jacks’ Place.
This will be followed by BSA’s
13th Annual Step Show Feb 6.
President of BSA, Semehar Ghebrekidan, said she is most excited for the Step Show this year
since it will be her final year as
captain of the Step Team.
“I’m so excited to present my
Ladies BSA Step Team. We’ve
really learned a lot together and
I’m really excited to show them
off because we’ve put in a lot of
hard work over the semester and
we can’t wait to put on our show
for other students,” Ghebrekidan
says.
BSA said it is proud to
be hosting the Black History Knowledge Bowl, a friendly game of identifying various
events in black history while
learning about them. Another
event to increase education on
African American heritage occurs on Feb. 22 with a Soul Food
Luncheon in the Multicultural Center where students can try
traditional soul food.
Kas Williams acts as program adviser for African American Programs. While working
at the Multicultural Center, she
emphasized that the center attempts to “always be a balance
of social, educational and entertaining” in their events.
“I think it’ll be really interesting to expose the campus to
what soul food tastes like,” Williams said. “On the educational front, it’s great that we’ll have
the opportunity for students to
experience what real African
American food is and what we
ate back in the day.”
However, recently several major news outlets around
the country have begun to ask
whether specifically acknowledging African American accomplishments and heritage was
somehow segregating black history from the majority of studies.
“Of course, I think a lot of
students probably know the
names Obama and Martin Luther King, but do they know the
names Wilma Rudolph or Jackie

Nepal Nite
celebrates
heritage

irrelevant or
inappropriate
messages

Women and girls dressed in
traditional Nepalese clothes and
men dressed in suits and ties
snapped pictures in the lounge
of the Volstorff Ballroom while
students walked past and gazed
through the window.
Roughly 500 people filled
the decorated Volstorff Ballroom
for the 10th annual Nepalese
Nite Sunday, Jan. 31.
The South Dakota State University Nepalese Student Association (NeSA) has hosted the longest-running cultural night on
campus.
Many long nights went into
planning the event.
“There was about a 15 day
stretch where it seemed like we
were there [at the University Lutheran Center] until midnight or
later working,” Lekhnath Kafle,
an executive member, said.
The story of Nepal’s devastating earthquake was ever present. A short video showed the
destruction that occurred April
2015, and Nepalese students expressed the importance of rebuilding their country. Bishnu
Karki, one of the hosts for the
program along with Abiral Baniya, said he was in Nepal then
and was forced to leave his home
because of damages. Others talked about the emotional stress
they felt from the trauma.
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out because
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Jacks email privileges
have guidelines,
ethics to follow
PAT BOWDEN
News Reporter
More rules are attached to
the Jacks email address for students than a regular Yahoo or
Gmail account.
Every enrolled student and
faculty member of SDSU receives an academically driven email address from the university and is required to follow
the Board of Regents Acceptable
Use Policy. The policy outlines
the expected behavior for using
student assets on campus as well
as the student conduct code.
This conduct code encompasses anti-harassment, misrepresentation of information, the
influence of abuse, discouraging
individuals participation and a
number of other ethical guidelines, according to the student
code.
“The student conduct code
is essentially an agreement of
how a student will function and
act while they are on campus
through student and academic
affairs,” said Ryan Knutson, the
assistant vice president of technology. “The students are free to
use the [Jacks] account to use it
within the conduct code.”
While there is no one going through student emails to
check for inappropriate use of

the email, there is a filter system
that helps keep student and faculty emails safer and less cluttered.
“In terms of student accounts, we monitor for spam
and there is a virus checking
component cloud, but no other content monitoring happens
in the student email,” Knutson
said. “We attempt to be good
stewards of privacy when it
comes to email.”
The Department of Technology and Security, IT and administration do not filter student
email content because they see
that as an invasion of privacy.
Only in rare, extreme cases will
email content be checked.
“It’s a very rare case, we take
every possible step to not have
to [filter content], we consider the information specific to the
individual and we try to respect
that,” Knutson said. “If we had a
warrant we would work with the
student to get that information,
but it would only be in an extreme case.”
Spam, on the other hand, is
heavily filtered so student and
faculty emails receive a small
number of spam emails if any
at all.
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MAKENZIE HUBER
News Editor
A warmer winter caused by
El Niño means snow will melt
more quickly, and students won’t
have to endure the bitter cold
as long to make it to class. But a
warmer winter might not be in
everyone’s favor.
El Niño is a natural phenomenon where Pacific surface temperatures rise and cause climactic changes in regions across the
globe. In South Dakota, this creates an overall warmer winter
season.
With El Niño moving in and
creating higher temperatures
and warmer weather than average, students are expecting a
change in how the winter season
affects their activities at home
and at South Dakota State.
One student organization affected by higher temperatures
and melting snow is the Nordic
Skiing Club on campus. Peder
Solberg, a member of the club,
was uncertain if the team would
be able to compete in a race over
President’s Day weekend because of a lack of snow.
Higher temperatures cause
the snow to melt and make it
nearly impossible for members
to race. During their season,
the trails may be covered with
patches of snow but do not have
enough snow to race over.
“[I]f you get some snow,
grab your opportunity when you
have a chance,” said SDSU climatologist Dennis Todey in an
interview with the South Dakota
Department of Agriculture.
The warmer winter weather
will affect South Dakota agriculture as well.
This year’s El Niño is one of
the top three strongest in the
last 65 years, Todey said. Predicting and analyzing how the
weather will affect South Dakota
agriculture will prepare farmers
for the next year.
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Daily Crime Log
1.25.16
• 8:33 a.m. @ Caldwell
Hall. Alarm Activation
• 2:02 p.m. DeHaan
Equestrian Arena. Alarm
Activation - Detector
malfunction.
1.26.16
• 1:20 p.m. @ Crothers
Engineering Hall. Alarm
Activation.
1.27.16
• 2:09 p.m. @ Crothers
Engineering Hall. Alarm Activation.
•3:00 p.m. @ Wagner
Hall. Petty Theft.
• 6:12 p.m. @ Ag
Engineering - Alarm
Activation.
• 9:45 p.m. @ Thorne
Hall. Alarm Activation Elevator.
• 9:50 p.m. @ Thorne
Hall. Alcohol Policy
Violation - Underage
Consumption.
1.28.16
•1:22 a.m. @ SD
Art Museum. Alarm
Activation - Panic Pendant taken out of
range.
•1:21 p.m. @ Brown
Hall. Alarm Activation Fire Detector.
•3:17 p.m. @ Student
Union. - Harassment Title IX Referral
•9:01 p.m. @ HPER.
Alarm Activation.
• 10:56 p.m. @ Young
Hall. 2 Possessions of
Marijuana, Ingestion.
1.29.16
• 1:00 a.m. @
Binnewies Hall.
Intimidation.
• 7:53 a.m. @ Jackrabbit
Village. Sexual Assault
- Occured in Sept. 2015
but reported 1.29.16
• 4:26 p.m. @ Student
Union. Fraud.
1.30.16
• 12:05 a.m. @
Pierson Hall. Drug
Arrest - Possession,
Paraphernalia &
Ingestion.
• 2:32 a.m. @
Binnewies Hall. Student
Conduct - Fireworks.
• 2:32 a.m. @
Binnewies Hall. 2
Disorderly Conduct.
• 8:45 p.m. @
Equestrian Center.
Alarm Activation.

Classifieds

HELP WANTED /
SERVICES OFFERED
M&S Business Cleaning.
Hours from approx. 5 to 9
p.m., 1 to 5 days per week
available. For more information call (605) 690-1554.
WORK STUDY POSITION:
Newspaper carrier wanted.
Work approximately 4 hours
on Wednesdays delivering
The Collegian to more than
100 on and off campus
sites, beginning after 2:00
p.m. until the delivery route
is completed. Must have
valid driver’s license. Vehicle
will be provided. Route will
be shared between two
people. Must be able to lift
10 pounds. Pay is $10/hour.
Editor/Writer Needed:
Seeking a highly motivated,
outgoing personality to join
our team. Willing to train
the right person. If needed,
we can offer part-time work
now with full-time beginning
after a Spring graduation.
www.MidwestMeetings.
com/Careers or SDWorks
Job ID: 1729959
HOUSING FOR RENT /
SALE:
Look for the Brookings
Property Management
Booth at the Housing Fair
on February 5th located in
the Student Union!
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>> NEPAL NITE
Continued from A1
President David Chicoine
praised the group for their work
and stressed the importance of
showing solidarity with Nepal as
they work to rebuild their country after the 2015 earthquake, a
magnitude of 7.8. Speeches from
Provost Nichols and Mayor Tim
Reed expressed similar support.
The university is home to
roughly 130 Nepalese students,
mostly in graduate school. Richard Reid, associate dean of engineering, with his wife and other
retired SDSU faculty members
traveled to Nepal Feb. 1 in hopes
of bringing even more Nepalese students to SDSU. The group
will also travel to Bangladesh
and Sri Lanka.
“We [SDSU] aren’t the most
diverse school around. Most students don’t get the chance to experience that much of different cultures, through things like
study abroad or whatever,” Reid
said. “To bring students here
[SDSU] gives them a chance to
interact with different cultures
which broadens a student’s education.”
Nepal is largely a Hindu country, and that is apparent in their practices and dress.

Despite the country’s relatively small population of practicing
Buddhists, representing 10 percent of the population, Buddhist
imagery was mixed in with Hindu imagery throughout the program. A short play was written
and directed by Kafle and presented with a video to showcase
the story of the Buddha.
A dinner of culturally appropriate foods consisting of rice,
various curries, roasted chicken
and yogurt was served.
Students Kajol Kc and Sunita Pathak, said the food was a
big draw for the community.
The food was much more mildly
spiced than Indian food which it
greatly resembles.
Dances were showcased on
the brightly-lit stage with performers as young as 3-year-olds.
The dances consisted mostly of
traditional dances to Nepalese
music with the exception of a
dance from young adults to both
Nepalese pop songs and western songs.
Karki said NeSA is constantly trying to improve upon previous successes and to learn from
their mistakes.
The event was a fantastic
success and they look forward
to more events to come, Baniya said.

PHU NGUYEN • The Collegian
Rusis, 7, performs a dance “Mai chori Sundari” at the Nepal Nite 2016, Sunday Jan. 31.

The Nepalese Student Association celebrated the 10th Annual Nepal Night to promote the
Nepalese culture and tradition at South Dakota State.

PHU NGUYEN • The Collegian
A couple performs a traditional Nepalese costume dance. The dance featured five couples
performing the dance in different costumes representing parts of the country.

PHU NGUYEN • The Collegian
One of the five performers dances to a traditional dance, “Surke Thaili and Nepali Babu” at
the 10th Annual Nepal Nite.

PHU NGUYEN • The Collegian
A child dances to the 11th performance of Nepal Nite. The dance featured four boys for the
“boys dance.”

PHU NGUYEN • The Collegian

gCorner
Animal:Ducks

Did you know...

Ducks’ feathers are highly
waterproof. Their feathers
are made of a waxy structure
which allows them to stay
almost completely dry.
Most ducks are monogamous
during the breeding season
but do not have life partners.
Ducks’ feet do not have any
nerves or blood vessels. This
means their feet never get
cold.
Ducks have three eyelids.
Ducks can fly up to 332 miles
in one day.
Information retrieved from: http://www.thefactsite.
com/2012/12/duck‐facts.html; http://birding.about.com/
od/birdprofiles/a/15‐Fun‐Facts‐About‐Ducks.htm

Radio show continues diversity discussion
KATHERINE CLAYTON
Managing Editor
The student-run radio
station, KSDJ, welcomes
a new show to the weekly programming: the KV
show.
This show will focus
on dialoguing about topics related to diversity including, but not limited to,
buzz words and answering
questions listeners have.
Virginia James, coordinator for conflict prevention, and Kas Williams,
program adviser for the African American programs,
were inspired to start the
radio show after they had
weekly meetings that lasted 15 minutes, which eventually turned into an hour
or longer meetings.
“We would talk about
diversity issues so we started talking about possibly
doing a podcast or something. Then Virginia had a
good idea,” Williams said.
“Instead of a podcast let’s
start a radio station and
basically let people into
the conversations we had.”
The two women work
in different areas of South
Dakota State University,
but they both realized their
passion for diversity and
wanted to spread the conversations they were having to more people.
James liked the idea
of a radio show because
it allowed listeners to be
in their own homes but
open themselves to hearing
something they had never

heard before.
“There is an ease factor and if someone wants
to call in, ask a question …
it’s a less threatening way
to talk about diversity and
dialogue,” James said.
James and Williams
collaborated with the
KSDJ station manager,
Bobbi Egeberg. She is a
fifth-year senior advertising major.
Egeberg wanted to add
the radio show about diversity because it contributed something different
to the station other than
music.
“It’s really cool to have
somebody come up with
something that would be
completely different than
anything that’s already on
there,” she said. “Diversity
is very important and there
has been so much going
on in the news with like
the way diversity has been
moving in culture in the
U.S. and everywhere.”
KSDJ’s focus is music, Egeberg said, but it is
also an avenue for students
to express their ideas and
opinions.
The style of the KV
show is a talk radio show.
Williams and James will
primarily be talking and
not playing a lot of music.
This type of show is a first
for the radio station and
the station is a first for the
radio personalities.
Williams said starting
this show was “like going
from the stone-age to the
Jetsons” due to their unfa-

miliarity with how a radio
station works.
Aside from becoming more comfortable with
the technology, the goal for
Williams is to talk more
openly about diversity.
“[We] by no means
claim that we are the experts in that area, but what
we have found out and we
have learned is that the
more we talk about this
subject the less difficult it
is to talk about this subject,” she said.
Even though the duo
had their first show on Jan.
29, they have many ideas
of how to incorporate the
show into the campus conversation about diversity.
“I think it’d be neat to
offer sound bites...for future reference, or even for
the prospective students
[who may be wondering],
‘Hey, what do the staff talk
about? What do the students talk about? And
what can I learn if I go to
SDSU,’” James said.
The show airs each second and fourth Friday of
the month at 11 a.m. on
KSDU 90.7. The next show
will be Friday, Feb. 12.
“We need to realize that
diversity is fun. It’s fun to
talk about because you’re
learning in the process and
you’re meeting new people
and you’re moving yourself
from point A to point B,”
Williams said. “I think the
more we expose ourselves
to differences we grow. We
have to get over this fear of
talking about diversity.”

C M Y
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>> EMAIL
Continued from A1
Neither the BOR Acceptable Use Policy nor
the student conduct code
strictly state that school
email addresses cannot
be used for personal, nonschool related emails.
That being said, some
students such as Ryan
Sailors choose to use the
email address solely for
university purposes.
“It’s strictly for school.
I have a business email,
a personal email and a
school email … I try to
prioritize that email so I
can avoid getting spam
or non-school related
subjects,” Sailors said, a
freshman history major
with a pre-law emphasis.
Alongside the rules
that apply to school email
addresses, there is also
a level of ethics students
follow when using an
email address that has
their first and last name
on it.

“

has your first and last
name in it, so you’re pretty much throwing your
name out there whenever you use it,” Sailors said.
“If it’s a professor [I address them] as doctor, or
if it’s a classmate it’ll be a
‘hey’ – just basic etiquette
… if [I’m contacting] a
more prestigious job maybe [I would use] the state
one.”
Having the name of
the university already associated with a student’s
name can be a positive
impact when first getting
in touch with other professionals, Knutson said.
“It is an appropriate email address in your
senior semester to land
credibility, it’s not an
email that everybody can
have,” Knutson said.
Students may use
their emails indefinitely for the rest of their lives
because they are not deleted once a student graduates. Instead, they go on
a watch list that deactivates the account once it

You have to be professional
when emailing teachers, and
it teaches you how to talk to
people in a respectful way.
Emily Borchert
Junior

“You have to be professional when emailing
teachers, and it teaches
you how to talk with people in a respectful way,”
sophomore nursing major Emily Borchert said.
“[I wouldn’t use it on]
personal shopping, Craigslist, social media accounts – that kind of
stuff…If you send something it’s a reflection of
who you are because it
has your name on it.”
Other students use
these ethics to one degree
or another, but one such
instance where formality
is common is when emailing a potential employer.
“[The jacks email]

has not been logged into
for a certain period of
time.
For students who have
the same name as another
current student or alumni, a number is added in
their email name that denotes them from the other individual. For these
students, there is no alternative solution.
“Unfortunately similar names require that additional information be
added to the email address to keep it unique,”
Knutson said. “Those who
have common names will
sometimes have numbers
or middle initial added to
their email address upon
creation.”
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New organization provides international aid
SELENA YAKABE
News Editor
The newly approved student organization, MEDLIFE, works to
provide local and international aid
to poverty stricken areas.
As noted on the MEDLIFE website, this organization seeks to improve the overall health and welfare
of communities around the world.
MEDLIFE, which stands for
Medication, Education and Development for Low-Income Families
Everywhere is a tri-fold organization
that works on medication, education
and development in Peru, Ecuador
and Tanzania.
Brooke Even, a junior pre-nursing major, is the South Dakota
State University MEDLIFE chapter’s president and started the process to bring MEDLIFE to SDSU in
July 2015.
The Students’ Association organizational subcommittee works with
new student organizations to fill out
the required paperwork and edit
their constitutions. Though the process seems daunting, Nick Lorang,
an SA senator on the subcommittee,
said SA has never said no to a group.
SDSU already has over 200 active clubs and organizations, but the
SA subcommittee meets almost every week to review new organizations’ applications, Lorang said.
“It’s always a pretty easy process,”
Lorang said. “And some of these organizations have really cool ideas.”
The organization was approved
Monday, Jan. 25 by the Students’
Association.
Even said she is excited to bring
the new organization to campus.
Something that makes MEDLIFE
great is that it does not exclude any

majors, Even said.
“I think it’s really cool because
it pulls in all these different minds,”
Even said. “And when you have different minds that think different
ways you achieve something bigger
than yourself.”
The first order of business is to
fundraise money for the new organization. MEDLIFE is not able to provide any financial aid to the SDSU
chapter and, currently, neither is
SDSU. Organization members hope
to pair with a local restaurant and
receive part of their proceeds for a
night to begin fundraising.
After they are financially stable,
they hope to impact Peru, Ecuador
and Tanzania as well as Brookings,
South Dakota and the surrounding
local area, including nearby American Indian reservations.
“We’re here to help them,” Even
said. “We’re not here to belittle them
by any means.”
Other areas Even hopes to impact are local classrooms.
“A lot of classes that are very important are being taken out of elementary, middle school and high
school,” Even said. Family and consumer sciences are among those
classes.
“Those classes are needed,” she
said. “They’re not seen as being
needed anymore, but they are.”
Dane Hegdahl, a sophomore biology, microbiology and pre-med
major as well as MEDLIFE’s membership officer, has first-hand experience of a MEDLIFE trip to Peru.
Hegdahl was based out of Cuzco,
Peru and visited different villages
each day on his eight-day trip. While
there, they treated over 1,800 locals.
MEDLIFE would set up in a
classroom or a local’s home and

>> BLACK HISTORY
Continued from A1
Robinson?
Mainstream history doesn’t always
teach what exactly American history is,”
Ghebrekidan said. “I think Black History Month is all about making sure that
these names aren’t forgotten.”
Assistant Professor Laura Renèe
Chandler has been at SDSU for three
years and specializes in African American and Women’s studies. She says she
commends the College of Arts and Sciences and SDSU for it’s focus on African American studies and affirms that
African American history is American
history.
“I do think that it starts there, with
studying African American history--that we can start to end racism. It’s
not just a matter of learning the history,
it’s also what we do with it,” Chandler
said. “I think there’s still a lot that African American studies has to teach us,
especially when we look at issues like
Black Lives Matter and mass incarceration within the country.”
While some offer the opinion that
pro-African American acknowledgment
is inversely damaging to ending segregation, BSA continues in bringing its
diverse events to campus.

JORDAN BIERBRAUER • The Collegian
Brooke Even and Dane Hegdahl are bringing the
MEDLIFE organization to campus. The group is
dedicated to helping impovershed communities.

have a general physician. They
would do physicals, provide medicine, teach dental hygiene and more,
Hegdahl said.
“My favorite thing was interacting with the kids because my Spanish isn’t the greatest of course and
them being young children their
Spanish wasn’t the greatest either,”
Hegdahl said. “So, it was a lot of fun
just trying to communicate with
someone purely through physical
gestures.”
People traveled from all over the
country to Peru and made life-long
friendships, he said. He now has
friends in Los Angeles.
Over half of the other members
have been on a MEDLIFE mission
trip before.
“I just thought that was cool,”
Even said, “that we already have that
perspective coming in, with people
that have gone.”

BSA Future Events
CommUNITY MeetingThoughts
12 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 4,
@ AIECC
Comedy Series: Erik
Clark
7 p.m. Friday, Feb. 5 @
Jacks’ Place (SSU)
13th Annual Step Show
7 p.m. Saturday, Feb. 6 @
Performing Arts Center
Black History Knowledge
Bowl
6 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 9 @
Jacks’ Place (SSU)
Film Series: From the
Rough
6 p.m. @ Friday, Feb. 19 @
Jacks’ Place (SSU)
Soul Food Luncheon
12 p.m. Monday, Feb. 22

@ The Market (SSU)
CommUNITY Meeting:
Words!
12 p.m. Thursday, March 3
@ AIECC
Latin American
Knowledge Bowl
5 p.m. Tuesday, March 15
@ Jacks’ Place (SSU)
4th Annual Student
Summit on Diversity &
Inclusion
1 p.m. Saturday, March 19
@ The Market (SSU)
Cesar Chavez Day
11 a.m. Thursday, March
31 @ Main Street (SSU)
CommUNITY Meeting:
Action
12 p.m. Thursday, April 7
@ AIECC

Senate unanimously passes AED, alcohol sales resolutions
MAKENZIE HUBER
News Editor
The Students’ Association unanimously passed a resolution at Monday’s meeting in support of placing
Automated External Defibrillators in
every public building and residence
hall on campus.
Resolution 15-14-R would ensure
that an AED would be placed in 85
buildings on campus. The cost per
AED is around $1,200, which would
add up to $102,000.
“If we could save even one life
with that, that’s a very small price to
pay,” Sen. Nick Lorang said in support of the resolution after calculating the total costs of the AEDs.
There are currently 11 AEDs
placed in six buildings across campus: Dykhouse Student-Athlete Center, HPER Center, the Barn, Performing Arts Center, Pugsley Hall
and the Wellness Center.
SA also unanimously passed Resolution 15-16-R, supporting alco-

hol sales on South Dakota university campuses.
The resolution did not support
a “bar in The Union” or a “wet campus,” according to Vice President
Matt Dahle. Alcohol sales would be
for certain events for the university
such as fundraising events or sporting events.
In addition, SA agreed on a new
logo for the organization by unanimously passing Ordinance 15-15-O.
The Journalism Club New Venture
Fund recommendation for $1,335.84
was also approved, and a Special Allocation of $710 was given to Jacks
for Life to fund transportation costs
from the group’s trip to Washington D.C.
In the Future Topics for Discussion portion of the meeting, Sen.
Robert McLean encouraged senators to have a discussion about having more staff members in mental
health on campus.
The current ratio of mental
health staff to students is 1:2,100,

SA approved the organization’s new logo at the
Feb. 1 meeting. The eight colleges within the
university are represented by the eight stars.

which is under the university’s goal
for staffing. President Caleb Finck
said that the counseling center has
seen about 60 more students at this
point in the semester than usual.
Interest in an ice rink on campus
was brought up again.
The next Students’ Association
meeting will be Monday, Feb. 8 at 7
p.m. in the Lewis and Clark room in
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Editorial

Super Bowl 50: More than just a game
Issue:
The Super Bowl
is more than just
a game; it is an
event that brings
a diverse group of
people together.

It has finally arrived.
It’s not your books from
Amazon or a care package from home. It is Super Bowl 50.
This year on Feb. 7 the
Denver Broncos will be
playing the Carolina Panthers. Tensions will be
high. Families will be divided. Hopefully, it will be
a game to remember.
However, when most
people think about this
game, they don’t just
think of the game itself.
The Super Bowl is an experience complete with
tremendous amounts of
food, including super Super Bowl subs, tense conversations with people supporting the other
team, hilarious commercials and a sense of community that is absent the
other 364 days of the year.
This game allows people to spend time with

their friends and family
where they can enjoy each
other’s company while exchanging smack talk.
We, at The Collegian,
believe that the Super
Bowl brings people together to enjoy football.
Besides the community aspect, the game offers
a chance for other parties
to benefit from it. Advertisers step up their game
and wallets to create advertisements that increase
their sales for the rest of
the year.
The commercials are
still entertaining, but they
have declined since previous years. Usually, the
commercials are a source
of conversation for the
week after the game. ‘Hey,
did you see that commercial of..?’ or ‘My favorite
Super Bowl commercial
was...” are common phrases following the commer-

Stance:

cial-heavy game.
Each year, the Super
Bowl is treated like an unofficial holiday. This game
is the one that fans and
football players have prepared for since the beginning of the football season. The anticipation for
the Super Bowl shows
that the game is more
than just players on a field
battling for a title or some
form of material acknowledgment; it is a chance
for America to bond over
a common interest.
In the end, Super
Bowl 50 is just another
opportunity for two teams
to see who is the best in
the country. As fans, the
best we can hope for is
a fun, close game that
keeps our attention where
a community of football and non football fans
alike can come together.

The Super Bowl is
an opportunity for
people to create
a community
filled with food,
family and healthy
competition.

The Collegian staff meets weekly and agrees on the issue of the editorial.
The editorial represents the opinion of The Collegian.

Jacks
React!

“I don’t really watch the NFL. My
family has always been more of a
college football family. I still watch
the Super Bowl though, more so
for the social aspect.”

Why do you look forward to the Super Bowl?
If you do not watch it, why not?

“I don’t watch football usually. It
is not a major interest of mine.
However, I will watch the Super
Bowl because of the unity that it
brings.”

“I am looking forward to this
Super Bowl, mainly since it is
going to be Peyton Manning’s last
game. He is someone that people
can really look up to, and I hope
he has a good send off.”

Ben Meyer

Abby Murrane

Becky Kayser

Civil Engineering

Music Education

Erik Howe

Early Childhood Education

Sophomore

Sophomore

“To be honest, I do not really like
football. It is too slow for me to watch;
however, I like the Super Bowl for the
social aspect.”

Mechanical Engineering

Junior

Senior

Be a traveler, not a tourist when it comes life
NICOLE HAMILTON
Columnist
A couple of weeks ago, I was
sitting in class and the professor had us introduce ourselves to
the person sitting next to us. The
student next to me said he was
a junior, and this was his first
year here. Curious, I asked him
where he went to school previously. He had come from across
the world: Egypt.
It is amazing to me how
here in the middle of the United States there are opportunities
to meet others with such diverse
backgrounds. At South Dakota State University, there are students from over 81 countries, according to the Office of International Affairs & Outreach. It
gives us a great opportunity to
not only learn from them but
also learn about ourselves.
Just because people from
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across the globe are coming
here to learn does not mean we
can sit back and never explore
where they came from. Everyone
should travel and broaden their
horizons.
The world is much bigger
than what we can see. I have
traveled to seven countries on
four continents in my lifetime,
but that is still only four percent
of the world.
Traveling to a new place is
essential if we wish to develop
our communication, independence and cultural skills.
The first time I traveled
abroad was in 2013 when I went
on a cultural exchange to Finland. Before going, I thought the
world was black and white. Everything was clear and there was
a definite right or wrong. As I
spent that month living with a
host family, I learned that the
world is not that way. It is full of

The Collegian is the
independent student
newspaper at South
Dakota State University
in Brookings, S.D.
The Collegian is
published by and for
South Dakota State
University students under
the First Amendment
guarantees of free speech

and a free press.
Opinions expressed on
these pages are not
necessarily those of the
student body, faculty,
staff or administration.
The Collegian is
published weekly on
Wednesday during the
academic year of SDSU.

color. My host family would do
some things differently, such as
visiting a sauna every night or
eating raw salmon on rye bread.
As my dad would say, “It is
not wrong. It is just different.”
When it comes to learning
about a new culture, I would say
dad nailed it. Look around and
try to understand the reasoning
behind what people are doing.
Ever since that first journey to
Finland, I see the world differently. I do not just think about
myself anymore—I think about
other people across the world
and wonder about their lives.
Traveling benefits us in so
many ways. According to the
U.S. Travel Association, it keeps
our brain and heart healthy as
well as causes us to be adaptable
and open-minded.
Going abroad allows us to
take on new challenges. I had
never ridden a train until I went

to Finland. I had to ride it alone
for the first time in a foreign
country where I could not speak
the language. Challenges open
our eyes and change our perspectives. It humbles us by allowing us to see how big, beautiful and colorful the world really is.
Seeing other parts of the
world causes us to have empathy. I do not think anyone really
truly understands poverty until
you are standing in the midst of
it in South Africa or working in
Mexico. We can only be thankful for our living conditions
when there are people who live
in shacks made of scrap wood,
cardboard and metal.
Traveling—and not tourist
type traveling—teaches us to appreciate where we come from.
It shows us the value of others.
Every person I have met on my
travels could have been a friend
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or family member from home.
Even though thousands of miles
of land and oceans separate us,
we all desire the same things.
We want to be happy, safe and
loved.
When we share our experiences and allow others to share
theirs, we make the world a little
bit more colorful. It becomes a
more understanding place to live
in and enriches our own lives
and those around us.
As I sat next to an Egyptian,
I learned a little bit more about
the world we live in. What about
the person sitting next to you?
What can we learn from them?
There is a great big world for us
to discover.
Nicole Hamilton is an agriculture communications major here at
SDSU and can be reached at nicole.
hamilton@jacks.sdstate.edu.
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Ignorance is bliss when it comes to adulthood
JORDAN BIERBRAUER
Opinion Editor
“My parents give me money
every two weeks.”
“I get gas money from my
parents.”
“I do not know how much my
phone bill is, my parents pay for
that.”
When I hear people say these
things, my immediate thought
is they are so fortunate not to
know the struggles of having to
stress about money everyday.
But then that thought is immediately followed by me thinking about how they will survive
when it actually comes time to
be an adult.
If a parent always pays for
their child’s gas, food, phone and
car, will that child be able to provide for him or herself when the
time comes?
Senior psychology student,
Katie Luze, does not think so.
“When a parent “coddles” a
child all through their four college years, the sense of respon-

sibility that student needs to obtain is diminished,” Luze said.
“Without learning to work to
pay to have necessities, it makes
those important necessities not
so important when another person is supplying them with those
needs.”
I agree with Katie. I think ignorance is bliss when it comes to
growing up because of my personal experiences.
Like many others say, my
parents are the best parents in
the world. They provide me with
unconditional love and support.
However, no matter how much
they wish they could, they are
not always able to help me with
my finances.
I have been working since
I was in third grade when I
helped my dad with his paper
delivery route. When I turned 16
years old, I got a job at Subway
in my hometown, and ever since
I started college, I have always
had two jobs on top of being a
full-time student.
Since college, I have paid for

my groceries, gas, phone bill,
clothes, basic necessities, etc. I
pay for everything and have never relied on my parents to do so.
I believe living this type of lifestyle forces one to grow up sooner than someone who does not.
If I did not pay my phone bill, I
would not have a phone. If I did
not buy food, I would starve. If I
did not pay my tuition, I would
not be in school.
My parents would love to
help me out with money, so I
would not have to stress about
it, but since that is not the case,
I have been exposed to the reality of adulthood. It is expensive.
It requires a hell of a lot of discipline, time management and
sacrifices to survive.
Now I can understand why
parents pay for their child’s
needs and bills. A parent’s job
is to protect their child and to
guide him or her in life, and by
helping a child with finances,
a parent is protecting them by
making sure they eat, can succeed and have a roof over their

head.
When asked what the benefits are of getting money from
their parents, one student commented, “I guess it helps to
know that if I need help they
will help me. It takes off some of
the pressure of school.”
This statement is one I can
understand fully, and can imagine that it would be a nice stress
reliever. But I think if a parent
does this, it could cause a child
to become naïve about the challenges life presents.
If a child goes the first 22
years of his or her life without
ever having to pay a bill, how are
they going to know how to write
a check when the time comes?
How are they going to know how
to budget? The fact of the matter is they will not because they
have never had to worry about
doing so.
It has been said that people
can learn more efficiently when
they are younger, so if a 22-yearold person is expected to learn
how to manage his or her financ-

es like an adult, will he or she be
able to do it in enough time before they start to go into debt? I
do not think so. I think they will
struggle for a long time and will
not become truly grateful of his
or her parents until he or she
experiences life without money from parents. If everything
is paid for, a child will have a
hard time learning necessary
life skills when the time comes-skills such as responsibility, time
management, budgeting, punctuality and appreciation.
In this life, it is not always
guaranteed that someone will
be by your side, ready to help
you through any trouble you
are faced with. So, it is better to
learn how to stand on your own
two feet early in life rather than
later.
Jordan Bierbrauer is the Opinion Editor for The Colegian and can
be reached at jbierbrauer@sdsucollegian.com.
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Continued from A1
“When we have El Niño or
La Niña, we have the ability to
tell what’s going to happen with
better certainty ahead,” Todey
said.
By relying on the predictions
from climatologists and meteorologists like Todey, companies
and farmers can anticipate how
the next year will change. Scott
Fox, a junior agronomy major,
gave an example that a warmer winter meant a company was
able to spread fertilizer earlier
in the year, which will help with
the crops during growing season.
But this year’s weather has
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been “extremely bad” for cattle feedlots across the state, Fox
said.
The fluctuating temperatures are hard on the livestock
because it makes wetter conditions, which soak the ground
and make feedlots muddy. Having fluctuating temperatures
around 32 degrees, like this winter, is hard on the cattle because
it makes them more susceptible
to illness.
Warmer temperatures aren’t
any easier on farms, said Angel
Kramer, an agronomy and agricultural leadership double major.
Problems with bacteria and
insects living through the winter in her family farm’s soil could
cause potential problems later

in the year. The warmer weather also makes it harder to till the
fields once the time comes.
But both Fox and Kramer
said they can work around the
problems the El Niño weather
can cause.
Setting up bedding for the
cattle is an improvement when
the weather fluctuates, Fox said.
In the case of farming soybeans or corn, new breeds can
be brought up to South Dakota over time for farmers to more
easily work with the warmer
weather.
“Farmers are constantly
adapting to warmer weather and
changing weather,” Kramer said.
“We’ll adapt to this winter to get
out there and in the field.”
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Wool Judging team offers
members valuable skills
MERCEDES LEMKE
Ag Reporter

wool is. Crimp is the number of
bends within the wool fibers.
Three breed classes and
Wool is not just a fabric used three commercial classes are the
to make a sock to the South Da- classes of sheep judged. A breed
kota State Wool Judging team.
class is a class for each specifWool is a way of life for five
ic breed where as a commerteam members traveling the
cial class is a mixture of breeds.
country to gain valuable skills
In each class the team memrelating to wool and sheep for
bers decide what order the four
their future careers.
sheep should be placed from
Being on the Wool Judging
best to worst.
team gives its members the opIn the hand spinning porportunity to make friendships,
tion of the contest, the team
gain better public speaking
members essentially judge the
skills and learn about wool.
prettiest wool.
“I didn’t know anything
“Hand spinning is very obabout wool, not a single thing,”
jective because it depends on
said Jamie Beckstrand, a freshwhat the hand spinner is going
man agricultural business mato use the wool for,” Grady Rujor and team member, “and now ble said, a graduate student in
wool is life.”
ruminant nutrition and wool
The wool judging contest
judging coach.
consists of judging six classes of
Wool is typically used for
sheep, three sets of reasoning, a
clothing, blankets and yarn. It
grading round and three hand
is important that the hand spinspinning classes.
ner has the right type of yarn for
“I had never done judging
each product he or she makes.
before where you
The four team
have to give reamembers judge in
sons and look at
each part of the
classes. I have
contest and the
gained a lot of
top three scores
new skills from
count toward the
wool judging,”
overall team score.
said Kaley Nolz,
It’s like wresfreshman agritling, Ruble said.
cultural business
Team members
major.
work for themJamie Beckstrand selves but also
Team memFreshman
bers are asked to
work for the team
grade 15 fleecas a whole, said
es in the grading round. They
Josh Brown, freshman animal
have to determine the grade or
science major and team memthe quality by the fiber diamber.
eter and the fleece percentage
The South Dakota State
yield. Fleece wool percentage is
University Wool Judging team
important because the industook 10th place at the Denver
try will want to know how much Contest Jan. 14, 2016.
fleece is left after it is cleaned.
They started practice in OcThey must check for three main tober and practiced as many as
things when judging: wool pueight to 10 hours a day the week
rity, color and crimp. When
before the contest. The team
checking for purity of the wool
has not decided where their
they must look to see if there
next contest will be hosted but
are other materials or substanc- members hope to participate in
es in the wool. Color of the wool a few more before spring semesis judged by how white the
ter ends.

“

And now
wool is life.

PHU NGUYEN• The Collegian
A bicycle is covered by heavy snow outside of The Union earlier this January. Under El Niño conditions, students will see less snow

and higher temperatures over the next month.

South Dakota World Affairs Council hosts seventh annual symposium
HANNAH KOELLER
News Reporter
Each year the South Dakota World Affairs Council organizes a symposium to address issues affecting our region and the
world; this year’s topic was global health.
The Harding Distinguished
Lecturer was Katherine Bliss,
senior associate with the Global Health Policy Center at the
Center for Strategic and International Studies in Washington,
D.C. She spoke at the Volstorff
Ballroom Jan. 28 at 7 p.m.
Her lecture, titled Governing
Global Health in an Interconnected World, focused on topics
such as the elements of governance, the international health
regulations and current initiatives to combat global diseases.
“When I talk about governance, what I’m talking about is
really the concept of collective
action in attempting to facilitate
cooperation, discussion, political
engagement, in pursuit of common goals,” Bliss said.
Because of globalization, the
boundaries between developed
and developing countries have
blurred. This creates a world
where complicated health crises
appear both similar and different, according to the SDWAC’s
description of the event.
During her lecture, Bliss

compared international and
global health governance. She
said international governance
works at a more state-by-state
level, negotiating borders and
treaties and international agreements, which differs from global
governance.
“Increasingly, though, you’ll
hear people talk about global
health governance,” Bliss said.
“In many ways, this idea of global governance recognizes the diminished importance these days
of border.”
Some global health governing agencies Bliss highlighted during her lecture were the
Global Polio Eradication Initiative, the Global Fund, the Global
Financing Facility and Gavi, the
Vaccine Alliance.
The discussion on global
health continued the following
day with lecture panels. Panels
included Using the Health-Care
Section as a Model for Nation
Building, the Global Interface
Between Animal and Human
Health and South Dakotans
Contribute to Global Health.
The Global Interface Between Animal and Human
Health was led by Christopher
Chase, a professor in the Department of Veterinary and Biomedical Sciences, who discussed
how most diseases humans deal
with come from animals. Joy
Scaria, assistant professor in the

Department of Veterinary and
Biomedical Sciences, focused
on clostridium difficile colitis or
“c-diff ” while Radhey Kaushik,
professor and assistant department head of the Department of
Biology and Microbiology, examined the influenza virus.
“Almost 20 percent of the
world population gets infected with the flu annually,” Kaushik said. “I think with that type
of data I need not convince you
that this is a very important disease.”
He went on to discuss how
the flu is the most infectious disease humankind deals with and
how it has an animal component.
The event was co-sponsored
by the Colleges of Nursing and
Pharmacy. Displays and information from the Wellness Center, Healthy Jacks, the Office
and International Affairs and
Outreach and Service Learning:
Improving Nutrition in Belize
were provided.
SDWAC seeks to stimulate
interest in and promote discussion of international relations
and U.S. foreign policy, but takes
no stand on current issues. It
was founded in 2004 exclusively for educational purposes to
provide information and learning opportunities about world
affairs.

LEXIE PRIEST• The Collegian
The South Dakota World Affairs Council held a Global Health Symposium in the Volstorff
Ballroom on Jan. 28 and 29. On Friday, Michael Saba led the discussion of contributions to
Global Health by South Dakotans.
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GIRL
Poets to perform feminist show to end campus sexual assaults
IAN LACK
Lifestyles Reporter
Both comedy and poetry are largely used to entertain
and enlighten, but in some cases, can be used to educate
and inspire.
“Studies predict that if women stopped buying cosmetic products and services, every economy in the world
would collapse overnight. Well then, this is a call to collapse the economy,” Megan Falley and Olivia Gatwood
said.
This was part of just one of many performances by
feminist poets Falley and Gatwood from their show,
Speak Like a Girl. The University Program Council
(UPC) will sponsor this event in the Volstorff Ballroom
Feb. 10 at 7 p.m.
Falley and Gatwood use spoken word poetry and
comedy to critique modern creative media for what they
see as demeaning to women in the Speak Like a Girl
performance. In these hour-long shows, they focus on issues such as sexual assault and body image by analyzing
the media’s portrayal of women.
This media and pop culture ranges from video games
to movies that have been criticized for being sexist and
for being what has come to be referred to as “rape cul-

ture.” In the past, Falley and Gatwood have incorporated
these social issues into talks about video games, beauty
products and even selfies. In addition to bringing awareness to women’s issues, their show also calls to mind
problems surrounding race and LGBT+ issues.
UPC contacted Falley and Gatwood to perform at
SDSU last October after seeing them perform at the National Association for Campus Activities Conference in
Michigan last year.
“Their performance really struck a nerve with me because of all of the sexual assaults that have happened on
campus last semester,” Cole Hinz, UPC Social Awareness Coordinator said. “I thought this was just a really
important event to bring to campus considering what it
could do to raise awareness.”
Prior to being a part of Speak Like a Girl, Falley and
Gatwood were part of a spoken word team in New York
City. The name of the show, “Speak Like a Girl,” came
from a play on the ‘like a girl’ phrase that is popularly
synonymous with weakness.
The Feminist Equality Movement (FEM), a
pro-women club on campus, promotes issues of body
positivity, eating disorder awareness and domestic abuse
among other issues. Members of the group have been
looking forward to “Speak Like a Girl.”

Feminism Facts:
1. Feminism pro-

motes gender equality, rather than women superiority.

2. There are sever-

al different types of
feminism, such as
lesbian feminism, cultural feminism, socialist feminism, Marxist

feminism and radical
feminism.

3. Yemen women
are not allowed to
leave their homes
without their husbands.

4. The world’s first

novel was published
by a women in the

11th century.

5. The two highest
IQ’s ever recorded
are women’s.

6. Victoria Woodhull

was the first woman
to run for president in
the United States in
1872.

7.

New Zealand was

the first country to
allow women to vote
in 1893.

8.

Women still are
not allowed to vote
in the Vatican City or
Saudi Arabia.

9. Women are

considered “half a
witness” in Yemen,
meaning that one
woman’s testimony is
only taken seriously

“I think people tend to associate feminism with
this radical movement that hates men and I think people want to stay away from it because of it,” said KayCee
Lynn Shepardson, president of FEM. “In reality, feminism is about equal rights. Feminism definitely isn’t
dead and it is still needed, so we’ve been really excited
for Megan and Olivia to come here to SDSU.”
The duo’s presence will bring something new to campus as UPC has never sponsored a women’s awareness
event for students and community members, Hinz said.
UPC members were also interested in how Falley and
Gatwood delivered their message through performances
infused with comedy, “drawing people in and then hitting them with the facts,” Hinz said.
A workshop, Consent Isn’t Sexy, It’s Mandatory, will
run prior to the event at 6:30 p.m. It will focus on educating students on consent and sexual assault through
discussion and physical activity. Both Falley and Gatwood will be leading this workshop as well.
“Not just women’s issues but I think equal rights
awareness in general needs more of an emphasis on
campus,” Hinz said. “I haven’t had to deal with this issue
before [sexual assault], but hopefully this will encourage
people to speak up when things like this occur on campus.”

when validated by a
man. They also are
not allowed to testify
against theft or adultery.

12. In parts of India,

3 women have been
raped sometime in
their lives.

men are not held
accountable when
women are the victim
of a vehicular crime.
This leads to the
killing or injuring of
thousands of women
each year.

Only 1 percent
of the worldwide female population own
land.

Retrieved from http://
facts.randomhistory.
com/feminismfacts.
html

10. Worldwide, 1 in

11.

Student looks to change opinions through the power of poetry
ALLISON CHRISTENSON
Lifestyles Reporter
One South Dakota State University student has been writing
poetry since fifth grade. Now,
as a freshman in college, he has
published his first book.
“No Tears,” a compilation of
poems that address social injustice, heartbreak, love and overcoming obstacles was published
last week by Kendrick Walton.
But the publishing process
was not an easy one. A company was interested in doing
it for him, but wanted most of
the profit. So instead, he turned
to The Book Patch. The website takes a smaller percentage
for each book published and the
publishing rights fee was far less.
Several friends from Walton’s high school creative writing club pushed him to publish
his poetry.
“I would always be the one
to break the ice in meetings by
sharing my poems,” Walton said.
Walton wrote his first poem
when he was 11 years old. Inspired by a close friend at the
time, he said he included that
poem in the book for her.
All poems in the book are influenced by people in Walton’s
life. Though there’s only two specific dedications, Walton said every poem is about someone who
has affected him, including his
father.
Walton’s father, Kurt, introduced him to spoken word poetry by buying him a book by
Tupac Shakur, a rap artist killed
in the late 1990s.
“I still have it today,” Walton
said. “I’ve read it over and over
and it’s been a huge influence
with my writing.”

What is so great about
Tupac’s poetry, Walton said,
is his ability to make it relatable. That is why Walton decided not to publish in October so
he could make more revisions to
the book before releasing.
“One aspect of the book I
struggled with was making it
readable,” he said.
Walton said many poems in
the book were meant to be spoken, so he worried some people would not understand or enjoy his writing. But through vigorous editing, he now says he is
proud of the work he has produced.
“Kendrick offers insight and
perspective on the cultural issues of our times through his
spoken word poetry,” said Andrea Carlile, the SDSU director
of speech and debate. “As a student, speaker and poet he strives
to create discourse on the issues most important to us as humans.”
The young poet is already
working on another book which
will address more social justice
issues and obtaining a degree
in history to become a teacher. Walton said he wants to be
a positive influence on children
in the inner cities and hopes to
empower them to work hard for
their dreams like he has.
“There are few male teachers of color in this area,” Walton
said. “I want to be a person that
these kids can relate to and look
up to.”
Walton’s book is available on
www.thebookpatch.com for $10.
Some of the money made from
the book will be going toward
writing workshops for inner city
kids where Walton grew up.

ALLISON CHRISTENSON • The Collegian
Writing since the age of 11, Kendrick Walton has published his first book of poetry. His goal is to support inner city kids.
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Jack’s Weekly
Pisces

Aries

Taurus

Gemini

Cancer

Leo
Virgo

Libra

Scorpio

Horoscopes

Pisces rabbits take their performance on the job seriously. You want
to have your ears in order before you share. You need others to believe
in you, but your thoughts are erratic. You can jump outside the cage,
making your ideas very original. Keep those rabbit visions to yourself
for a few days to see how they stand up to the test of time.
Someone isn’t playing fairly and there isn’t a lot that a jackrabbit
can do. A co-rabbit may have ulterior motives for a scheme. But
don’t try to force the issue, even if you believe something important is being kept from you. You’re better off to let the events play
out on their own. Good things come to the rabbits who wait.
You lean toward being more obstinate than unconventional. You can
play the rebel rabbit today, but you might not accept the responsibilities of this role yet. The rest of the herd may seem more conservative
in their thinking. You don’t intend to cause a stir down the rabbit hole,
but something you casually say can inadvertently spill the carrots.
You’re certain someone is blocking your path to happiness. This assumption could be part of your strategy to avoid taking responsibility. There’s no reason to place blame on another jack. Run out
to the neighbor’s garden, eat some carrots, and take some time to
self-reflect today.
This week, a rabbit like you believes you don’t have any options.
You are resigned to work within the constraints of the situation
while you’re figuring out changes. You must be patient, but you
can’t continue holding out. As long as you have a safety net in
place, go ahead and reach for the lettuce.
You’re tempted to play skip those rabbit responsibilities, but you
won’t likely be able to take time off for hopping around. You’re
driven to keep your guard up as you’re pulled from one demanding situation to the next. You still can have an impact on others if
you set your personal desires aside and focus on the common good.
Your personal concerns overtake your professional ambitions, and
dealing with them could distract a jackrabbit from the job. You try
to overcompensate, but they could misinterpret your flexibility as
a sign of disinterest. Explain your position before you relinquishthose rabbit reigns.
You’re not in a position to get what you want, but you still could
end up feeling satisfied. You won’t be able to leverage your position to the top, but you won’t go down like a coyote either. Consider this advice from Weary Wil that there’s more important things
than climbing the ladder of success.
Although everything appears to be in order, you run into an obstacle that stops you right in your rabbit tracks. Jacks are blessed
with stamina however. Encountering a challenge is an opportunity
to demonstrate our keen ability to overcome resistance. Don’t take
your eyes off the prize, even if success is temporarily delayed.

Sagittarius

You’re known for your optimism, but your perspective is more realistic. It’s wise to let others see your serious side now, even if your
position differs from everyone else’s. Consider your message before
you start talking; a jackrabbit’s word is a strong weapon.

Capricorn

People are free to make assumptions if you don’t inform them of
your goals. But the rules of rabbit etiquette won’t stand in your
way when you speak your truth. Others will appreciate your honesty if you share your point of view without editing it.

Aquarius

Dig down to the source of your uneasiness. You may not like how
you are being managed or you’re bored. Your restlessness is heightened by your ideas, especially if you can’t figure out a way to share.
Instead of hopping too far out on a limb, write down your entire
story and save it for another day.
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Treat

Yo’Self

Two-ingredient peanut butter banana ice cream

Ingredients:

4 large very ripe bananas
2 tablespoons peanut
butter

Directions:
1. Peel bananas and
slice into half inch discs.
Arrange banana slices in
a single layer on a large
plate or baking sheet.
Freeze for 1-2 hours.

2. Place the banana
slices in a powerful blender. Puree banana slices,
scraping down the bowl
as needed. Puree until the
mixture is creamy and
smooth. Add the peanut
butter and puree to combine. Serve immediately for soft-serve ice cream
consistency. If you prefer
harder ice cream, place in
the freezer for a few hours
and then serve.

* Note: If you have a hard
time creating a creamy
consistency, you can add
1-2 tablespoons of milk
to help puree the banana
slices. Make sure you use
a powerful food processor
or blender.
Retrieved from http://www.twopeasandtheirpod.com/two-ingredient-banana-peanut-butter-ice-cream/

Punxsutawney Phil
predicts early spring
HAILEY KLINE
Lifestyles Editor
It’s not everyday that
groundhogs predict the
weather. Then again, not
every groundhog is Punxsutawney Phil.
On Feb. 2, the famous
groundhog saw his shadow, predicting spring to
be around the corner.
This is the 130th anniversary of the Groundhog
Day celebration and festivities in Pennsylvania.
Groundhog day began
in 1886 and is closely associated with an old European Christian holiday
called Candlemas Day. On
this day, candles are blessed and distributed to sig-

nify the heart of the winter season.
The event of Groundhog Day is celebrated in
Punxsutawney, Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania’s earliest settlers brought the
original celebration over
from Germany.
According to the
Punxsutawney Groundhog Club’s official website, the average groundhog is 20 inches long and
normally weighs 12 to 15
pounds. However, Punxsutawney Phil is 22 inches and weighs roughly 20
pounds.
The average lifespan
of a groundhog is six to
eight years with the exception of Punxsutaw-

ney Phil. His diet consists
of fruits, vegetables and a
little water. He is also fed
a “magical punch” every
summer that ensures another seven years to his
life, according to the website.
So, why the name
Punxsutawney Phil? The
story states he was named
after King Phillip II. Before he was Phil, he was
Br’er Groundhog.
The amount of truth
his prediction creates may
be true for the majority of
the United States. However, it has yet to prove any
relevance to South Dakota winters, which last substantially longer than the
average.

Follow us on
Twitter at
@CollegianLife
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LEXIE PRIEST • The Collegian
The Jackrabbit wrestling’s tough early schedule has prepared the team to make a deep run in their first season of the Big 12. The Jacks are 10-5 on the year and riding a nine-dual winning streak.

STREAKING RABBITS
Jackrabbit Wrestling wins ninth straight dual

JALEN WILSON
Sports Reporter
Before the season began, the Jackrabbit wrestling team knew they had one of the
toughest schedules in recent memory.
Moving to the Big 12 conference would
not be an easy task and the beginning of the
season showed just that. The Jacks lost five of
their first six matches, which were all against
ranked opponents.
This all seems a distant memory as the
Jacks have been winning nine-straight matches and having a five-match home winning
streak. Fourth-year Head Coach Chris Bono
said his team’s confidence is growing with every match, but doesn’t believe it is anything
special.
“We don’t look at it as a streak. We look
at it as lining up each week, ready to wrestle,”
Bono said.
Bono led the Jacks to its first dual winning
season in the past nine and has built a foundation that looks to be around for a while. He
has constructed an atmosphere where team-

mates enjoy each other’s presence but also
know that they have business to take care of
on and off the mat.
“Our chemistry with one another is great,”
Bono said. “It’s a tight-knit team, the closest
one since I have been here. Everyone enjoys
being around each other.”
Bono is helped by the leadership of some
All-American’s on his squad by fifth-year senior Cody Pack and redshirt sophomore Nate
Rotert. Pack, a three time national qualifier,
has picked up right where he left off last season as the Jacks top rnaked wrestler.
Pack has a record of 21-2 in 157 pound
weight class, with the best win to loss percentage on the team. Rotert has been just as exceptional as he has posted a record of 20-7 in
the 197 pound weight class.
A surprise performer for the Jacks this
season is David Kocer as he leads the team in
total wins with 22 and will be looking to keep
building on his strong sophomore season.
“In wrestling, if you win, you’re a leader,
just the way it goes,” Bono said regarding his
top performers.

With the nine match win streak in place,
the Jacks may have hit their stride at the perfect time as they will be faced up against some
tough competition over the next few matches
in which they take face Utah Valley in Orem,
Utah on Friday, then at Boise St. on Sunday.
From there, they have a home match
against West Virginia University and then
head down to Oklahoma University, which is
currently ranked seventh in the nation and
will probably be the toughest match they have
had all year.
“This upcoming trip is going to be tough
for our guys, tough travel schedule, and another Big 12 conference match,” Bono said.
“This is the way we set it up, tough schools at
the end of the year getting the team sharpened up for the conference tournament.”
The Jacks will have to rely on some of
their veteran leaders to help a young squad
overcome this rough stretch of matches. Bono
has full confidence in his squad to perform at
the level they are capable of.
“We got a good group of guys,” Bono said.
“I love this team and love the guys on it.”

Small-town brothers making big
impact, leading wrestling team
CHANDLER HOLLAND
Sports Reporter
The town of Wagner, South Dakota is
about the size of 2,000 people, home to
the Red Raiders. One of the biggest wrestling towns known to South Dakota, it is
the home to notable wrestlers like Travis
Slaba and Brad Lhotak.
Adding themselves to an elite list of
wrestlers to come out of Wagner can be
the Kocer brothers of South Dakota State
University.
“It was a family in Wagner like it is
now at SDSU,” Alex Kocer said on how
Wagner wrestling prepared them for Division-I wrestling. “Everyone cared how you
did in Wagner, and that carried over to
wrestling at SDSU.”
Both of the Kocer brothers started
wrestling at 5-years-old and fell in love
with the sport when they realized how
successful they could become. Alex was a
five-time state champion while David was
a two-time state champion when wrestling
for Wagner.
“My older brothers, Alex and Ryan, for
sure got me into wrestling,” David said. He
saw how much fun they had wrestling, so
he decided to join.
Alex, a junior, and David, a sophomore, are two main building blocks to the
Jackrabbit wrestling program, a program
that has been exceeding many of the nation’s expectations since joining the Big
12. With the team currently on a nine-dual winning streak, entering Friday’s dual
with Utah Valley, the Kocer brothers have
been a force helping the Jackrabbits.
Alex has a total record of 18-7 with 42
dual points. David has a team-leading record of 22-9 with 43 dual points. Both are
at the top of the Jackrabbits leaders for
dual points along with senior Cody Pack.
“They are not only hard working guys
in the wrestling room but hard working
outside of the wrestling room,” said Assis-

tant Coach, Jon Reader, who is now in his
second year of coaching at SDSU. “They
are someone who you want to be around.”
Originally, Alex never intended on
wrestling at SDSU. He liked the school but
felt something was missing. Alex decided
to join the wrestling team during the second semester of his freshman year.
“I just missed it,” Alex said. “I was getting bored.”
Alex helped set a path for his younger
brother to come join him at SDSU and to
continue helping each other to reach their
main goal of becoming All-Americans.
Having a brother on the same team
their whole lives has made this experience
much sweeter. The Kocer brothers are
thankful that both parents can make it to
LEXIE PRIEST • The Collegian
as many duals as they possibly can.
Alex Kocer, junior, did not plan on wrestling at South Dakota State his first semester at the university. His choice
Both said that the grandparents love
to join the team was key in bringing his brother to SDSU.
coming as well. When they were younger,
their grandfather would take them to as
many tournaments as he could and taught
them how to love the sport with passion.
“I have passion when I am coaching
and I look forward to seeing them every
day,” Reader said.
When asked if the brothers act like
typical brothers when around each other,
Reader said that they are quiet people but
fierce competitors.
“David and Alex are extreme competitors and hate to lose, and that is something I really like about them,” Reader
said. “I cannot remember a time where I
had to get on them.”
As the SDSU wrestling schedule is narrowing down to the final five duals and
leading up to the Big 12 Championships,
the Kocer brothers hope to help lead the
team to a potential conference championship and maybe more. The Kocer brothers can help SDSU continue to climb the
ranks through leading by example.
LEXIE PRIEST • The Collegian
“The sky is the limit for this team,”
David Kocer, sophomore, leads the Jackrabbits with a record of 22-9. He said he’s glad to have the
Reader said. “It [the wrestling program]
opportunity to wrestle at the Division-I level with his brother.
has an all-time high energy right now.”
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Men’s
Basketball

Timely shooting and the combination of senior George
Marshall and redshirt freshman Mike Daum led to two
victories for the SDSU men’s
basketball team last week.
Marshall’s 28 points on 11of-15 shooting (3-of-6 from
three) and six rebounds led
SDSU to a 87-76 win over the
University of Nebraska-Omaha, who led the Summit
League prior to the game.
Deondre Parks found his
groove in the win as well, finishing with 22 points on
8-of-10 shooting and seven rebounds. Parks scored
his 2,000th collegiate point
(JUCO and Division-I level
combined) in the win.
Daum finished with 16
points, five rebounds, three assists and two blocks off the
bench.
Following up that big win
with another road win at
Denver University on Saturday. Marshall finished with
13 points, six rebounds, two
assists and two steals while
Daum had a game-high 15
points and seven rebounds in
the 67-56 win.
Jake Bittle finished with
12 points, eight rebounds and
four assists while Parks added six points, five assists and
three rebounds.
NEXT UP: Vs. IUPUI Feb. 6

Men’s Golf

The men’s golf team opened
up their spring season this
past weekend competing in the
2015 Arizona Intercollegiate
where they placed 14th as a
team.
Junior Grant Smith tied for
17th after firing a five-over par
218 (77-70-71) with three birdies in the final round. Freshman Felipe Strobach shot a
one-over par 72 in the final
round for a 223 (73-78-72) to
tie for 32nd.
Freshmen Alejandro Perazzo and Keegan Brasch each
shot 236 to tie for 68th. Junior
Trevor Tobin shot a 77 in the
final round to tie for 81st.
No. 10 Texas won the 14team event on the heels of
Beau Hossler’s 11-under par
performance.
NEXT UP: Wyoming Desert
Intercollegiate Feb. 19-21
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Men’s Tennis

Men’s tennis opened up their
weekend in the dairy state by
suffering a 7-0 loss to Marquette
University on Friday.
Marquette swept the singles matches as Henrique Pereira, Emerson Styles, Mateus Moreira, Lucas Pereira and
Chuck Tang all suffered losses in
straight sets. Lovro Curcija came
the closest to a victory but ultimately fell 5-7, 6-4, 10-6 to Marquette’s Alvaro Verdu.
They went on to drop a 7-0
decision at Wisconsin, dropping
them to 0-4 on the season.
Despite the losses, Head
Coach Michael Engdahl approved of his team’s play, saying,
“Our guys handled it well and
really proved to themselves they
can hang with the best. Now, we
need to keep our focus as we go
into the next phase in our schedule.”
SDSU continues its seven-match road portion of the
schedule Feb. 13 in Lincoln,
Neb. against Doane College.
NEXT UP: @ Doane College in
Lincoln NE Feb. 13

in brief

Feature Photo:

Track and Field

The SDSU men’s and women’s
track teams traveled to the University of Northern Iowa for the
Mark Messersmith Invitational
this past weekend.
On the men’s side, Alejandro
Sanchez finished first in the mile
run, while Leandre Kennedy,
Jeremiah Ary, Grant VanKeulen
and Cal Lawton finishing second
the 60-meter dash, triple jump,
3,000 meter-run and 800-meter run, respectively. The meet
was scored, a rarity for collegiate
meets outside of conference and
nationals, and the Jacks finished
third behind Northern Iowa and
Indiana State.
On the women’s side, Jazzelena Black led the way with
her first place finish in the triple jump, while Amy Leiferman placed second in the pole
vault. The Jackrabbit women
finished fourth behind Indiana
State, Northern Iowa, and Drake
University. The Jackrabbits
will travel to Lincoln, Nebraska to compete at the Frank Sevigne-Husker Invitational Friday,
Feb. 5 and Saturday, Feb. 6.
NEXT HOME: SDSU Indoor
Classic Feb. 12-13

Women’s
Basketball

SDSU women’s basketball
picked up a big victory on the
road in their lone contest of the
week, knocking off Oral Roberts
68-50 led by Ellie Thompson’s
game-high 16 points and six rebounds.
Entering the game, Oral
Roberts was tied with SDSU
and South Dakota for first in the
Summit League. The Jacks improved to 7-1 in conference play
and 17-4 overall in the win.
Leading by as many as 20 in
the game, the Jacks shot just 40
percent from the game as a team
but held the Golden Eagles to 25
percent from the field.
Macy Miller chipped in 13
points, six rebounds and three
assists. Junior Kerri Young
grabbed a team-leading nine rebounds. Clarissa Ober made her
return to the lineup after missing the previous two games.
The Jacks return to action
Wednesday night in a rematch
with University of Nebraska-Omaha. SDSU won the first
meeting 68-58 at Frost Arena.
NEXT HOME: Vs. NDSU Feb. 6

ELISE HUGHES BERHEIM • The Collegian
School record holder Olivia Olesiak and the Jackrabbit women’s swim and dive team dropped their final duel of the season against Omaha last
Friday. They will compete in the Minnesota challenge on Feb. 5-6, their final competition before the SUmmit League Championships.

Women’s Swim and Dive

The University of Nebraska-Omaha’s Morgan
Stepp controlled most of the competition, leading
to a 174.5-123.5 victory for the Mavericks over the
Jacks in women’s swimming and diving action on
Friday in the HPER Center.
SDSU opened up the action with a win in
the 200 medley relay led by Sam Prasher, Kayce
Smith, Kristin Erf and Abby Zenner. The quartet
finished with a time of 1:47:82.
Prasher also earned a victory in the 100 backstroke with a time of 59.55 seconds while Erf
NEXT UP: @ MInnesota Challenge Feb. 5-6

claimed a win in the 100 breaststroke with a time
of 1:05.42. Zenner picked up a win in the 50 freestyle, clocking in at 24.45 seconds.
Emily Moore also earned an individual win,
finishing first in the 1-meter diving competition
with a score of 217.05.
Stepp earned victories in the 200 butterfly,
200 breaststroke and 200 individual medley to
lead the Mavericks.
The Jacks return to action on Feb. 5-6 at the
Minnesota Challenge in Minneapolis.

AUSTIN HAMM
Sports Editor

Athlete of
the Week

Wrestling

SDSU picked up a 22-15 win
over the University of Wyoming, running its dual winning
streak to nine and improving
its record to 10-5 overall and
3-1 in the Big 12.
David Kocer picked up his
team-leading 22nd victory of
the season, defeating Jace Jensen with a 13-3 major decision.
Sixth-ranked Cody Pack earned
his 21st victory of the season by
a 1-0 decision on a second period escape.
Ben Gillette picked up a victory at 125 pounds by a medical
forfeit, Brady Ayers knocked off
Ben Stroh, 6-5 and 14th-ranked
Nate Rotert topped Brandon
Tribble 6-2.
NEXT UP: @ Utah Valley Feb. 5

The Collegian • Sports

Alejandro
Sanchez

For his performance in the mile-run this weekend,
and his overall outstanding performance in his first
season as a Jackrabbit, men’s track and field athlete
Alejandro Sanchez is this Week’s Collegian Sports
Athlete of the Week.
Sanchez placed first in the mile at the Mark
Messersmith Invitational at the University of Northern Iowa this past weekend in 4:18.
A transfer from Southwest Minnesota State, Sanchez also owns the facility record for the 800-meter run at the Sanford-Jackrabbit Athletic Complex,
which he set at the Jim Emmerich Invite this year.
Sanchez is the Jacks top performer in both the
mile and the 800 this year and has not finished first
only once in his first season in Division-I. Sanchez
and the Jacks will travel to the Frank Sevigne Husker Invitational at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln
this Friday and Saturday.
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‘We take ‘em one

game at a time’
Jackrabbits win 25th
straight at Frost Arena
ANDREW HOLTAN
Sports Reporter

LEXIE PRIEST • The Collegian
George Marshall and the Jacks forced a four-way tie for first in the Summit League after defeatting Omaha, The Jacks 25-game home win
streak is tied for fourth longest in the nation,

The SDSU men’s basketball team earned a pair of wins
over the Univeristy of Nebraska-Omaha and Denver University last week.
The Jackrabbits came out
with a 87-76 victory over Omaha at home last Thursday behind senior guards Deondre
Parks and George Marshall’s
big games.
Marshall finished with 28
points, shooting 11-15 from the
field and also grabbed six rebounds. Parks was not far behind as he finished with 22
points, shooting 8-10 from the
field and grabbing seven rebounds.
With this win, the Jacks
won their 25th game in a row
at Frost Arena, the fourth-longest active streak in the nation,
and have also won 59 of their
last 62 at home.
“We have great students
and great fans that just create
a loud environment, and that’s
awesome,” Marshall saidafter the game. “We don’t think
about the streak, though. The
streak is great – we love it –
but we take ‘em one game at a
time.”
Summit League opponents
are really starting to take notice at how hard it is to come
into Frost Arena.
“They have a great coach
and really good players,” Omaha Coach Derrin Hansen said.
“But then you add on top of
that the environment in here –
you can’t simulate that. That’s
hard. The numbers they have
in here really help them.”
“We draw better than anyone in the league and we always have,” SDSU Coach Scott
Nagy said.
The Jacks then went to
Denver Saturday and came out
with a 67-56 victory. Redshirt
freshman center Mike Daum

led the team with 15 points and
also had seven boards. Marshall finished with 13 points
and senior forward Jake Bittle
had 12 points and 8 rebounds.
With this victory SDSU improved to 18-5 overall and 7-2
in the Summit League. They
are in a tie with Omaha, Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne and Indiana University-Purdue Univerisy Indianapolis for first place
in the Summit League.
The Jacks will look to extend their home winning streak
and distance themselves from
the others as they take on IUPUI Saturday at home.
IUPUI comes into the
game with a sub par record
of 11-13 but have really found
their stride in conference play.
The Jaguars defeated SDSU in
Indianapolis earlier this year
74-67.
The Jags are led by junior
guard Darell Combs who is averaging 16.1 points per game.
He is followed by junior forward Matt O’Leary and sophomore guard Jordan Pickett
who both average just over 10
points a game.
The Jacks are led by Parks,
averaging 15.9 points a game,
Marshall is right behind him as
he averages 15.3 points a game.
The surprise of the year has
been Daum who is averaging
13.6 points a game and only averages 19.4 minutes a game.
IUPUI is not much of an offensive juggernaut as they only
score 69.3 points a game while
SDSU averages 76.3 points a
game. They will need to rely on
turning SDSU over or hoping
for a poor shooting night from
the Jacks, which rarely happens at home.
SDSU will then head to
Omaha for a rematch of last
week’s tilt and the Mavericks
will be looking to get revenge.
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Women’s basketball back on track

LEXIE PRIEST • The Collegian
Macy Miller, who leads the Jacks in scoring this season, is shown here during a game against the University of South
Dakota, where she is throwing a pass.

AUSTIN HAMM
Sports Editor
The South Dakota State women’s basketball team sits at 17-4 this season and at
7-1 in Summit League play.
They are a half game behind South Dakota for the conference lead. The Coyotes
are 8-1 in conference play.
The Jacks just notched a key road win,
taking one in Tulsa, Okla. against Oral Roberts University, who is tied for third place
with Indiana University—Purdue University Indianapolis.
After a nonconference slate that saw
the Jacks drop tight games to top teams
like No. 3 Notre Dame, No. 6 Maryland
and Green Bay, there was a bit of optimism among fans that SDSU had a legitimate chance at storming through the Summit League unbeaten and rolling into the
NCAA tournament with a high seed. But
that dream took a substantial hit when the
Jacks dropped their game to the University of South Dakota in Brookings two weeks
ago. When Nicole Seekamp drilled that step
back three to give the Coyotes the win, the
wind just seemed to come out of the sails,
and the hype machine that had built with
the excitement about the possibilities for
the season shut down.
Following that loss, the Jacks ground
out a double-overtime home win over IUPUI, and suddenly fans had to wonder if
this conference season was going to be more

of a grind than originally thought.
Sophomore guard Macy Miller is fifth in
the Summit League in scoring at 16 points
per game. But recently, freshman Madison Guebert has been stepping up, with
both volume scoring and hitting some timely shots. Her only field goal against IUPUI
was the game winner in the second overtime. All five starters for SDSU are averaging over eight points per game, and six players are over 22 minutes per game.
As a team, the Jacks have a +9.1 scoring
margin and are second in the conference in
points allowed per game at 59.9. They are
first in the conference in free throw percentage.
With eight games left in the season,
the Jacks have four games on the road and
four at Frost Arena. On Thursday, they play
Omaha, a team on Thursday who played
them within 10 points Jan. 7. If they win
that one, the question will be if they can
be dominant over the four game stretch at
home to have themselves in a good position
headed into the season ending a three game
stint on the road that includes rematches
with both USD and IUPUI.
Whether the Jacks can live up to early season expectations remains to be seen,
but being prepared for the Summit League
Tournament in Sioux Falls, South Dakota to
earn the automatic bid to the NCAA tournament is the most important goal going
TAYLOR VOEGELE • The Collegian
forward.
Kerri Young, the leader of assists on the women’s basketball team, has been asked and successfully fulfilled
mulitple roles this season.
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